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Abstract A proper architecture supports software evolution. Therefore, architectural design decisions have
a large influence on the changeability and extensibility of software. However, developers often do not pay
much attention to the non-functional properties of a system since they focus on implementing features rather
than explicitly making design decisions.
Hence, the resulting implementation might lack quality, context tailoring, and requirements traceability.
Existing approaches for reusing standard implementations for reoccurring design questions let developers explicitly choose and build upon design decision implementations. Therefore they do not facilitate changeability
of the design decisions.
To this end, a new paradigm, Design-Decision-oriented Programming (DDOP), is proposed, that decouples
the specification of required properties for a design question from the selection of the best-suited design
decision implementation out of a design decision library. This shifts the focus of programming from implementation to design decision making.
DDOP targets the reduction of implicit assumptions about design decision implementations, changeability
of the non-functional requirements, and transparent forward-compatibility to improved solutions of reoccurring challenges. Therefore, DDOP should reduce the accidental complexity of sophisticated software systems.
A case study is presented that exemplarily applies DDOP to caching and the involved design questions.
It provides a proof of concept and demonstrates how DDOP can be implemented without introducing new
programming language features.
DDOP aims for popularizing programming by enabling less experienced developers to create and maintain
high-quality software.
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Introduction

During software development, many design questions arise, for example, which
replacement policy to use for caching, which encryption algorithm to use for network
communication, or which culling technique to use for 3D rendering (see figure 1).
Each design question can be answered by a corresponding set of design decisions
(e.g., all kinds of replacement policies, all kinds of encryption algorithms, or all kinds
of culling techniques). Each design decision offers different Non-functional Properties
(NFPs) (e.g., performance, memory consumption, security). Hence, architectural
design decisions and their traceability have a large influence on the changeability and
extensibility of software [33]. However, developers often do not pay much attention to
the NFPs of a system since they focus on implementing features rather than explicitly
making and communicating rational design decisions [41, 47, 59]. Hence, the resulting
implementation might face problems that are described in the following.
Implementation Effort

Re-implementation of common design decisions can be errorprone, wastes time of the developer and usually does not reach the same quality as
standardizated solutions implemented by domain experts. Therefore, treating design
questions and their implementation as first-class citizens is desirable [29], motivated
by the following example.
In the past, developers had to implement the collection data structures on their
own. Since the first solution was implemented, the temptation to reuse it without
rethinking about its application to other contexts was high. Nowadays, a lot of different
implementations are part of many standard libraries (e.g., Stack, Vector, HashSet,
LinkedList, ArrayList, CopyOnWriteArrayList in Java). The same happened to trees,
graphs, and common algorithms such as sorting, hashing, and encryption. Since the
domain of algorithms and data structures provides reusable standard implementations,
developers just decide which implementation is best suited for their use case. They
know about the trade-offs that are implied by using one of these solutions, or they
can easily look them up in the documentation. It is easy to change a design decision
just by changing the type of the list or implementing the corresponding interface.
However, crosscutting concerns such as software patterns and other super-imposed
roles lack support for these kinds of reusable, refinable standard libraries.
Required Expertise

However, to make a good decision, developers have to know
all solutions and their implications to the software’s NFPs. This requires extensive
knowledge of the domain and recent implementations. For example, to ensure thread
safety of a Java list, developers have to know CopyOnWriteArrayList or SynchronizedList.
When researchers develop new techniques, to solve a reoccurring problem, developers
have to hear about them and learn them before their applications can use them.
Requirements Traceability

The traceability of past design decisions and their underlying non-functional requirements might be challenging [20]. To communicate the
reason why a design decision was made, manual documentation is needed because
different problems can result in the same solution. To respond to changing or new
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Figure 1 Structural overview of the approach. A matter is a concern that can delegate

responsibilities to design questions. A design question is a pending design decision
that are automatically selected based on desired non-functional properties. A
design decision is a concrete option of answering a design question.

requirements, developers have to understand the reasons, why the current implementation was chosen and find an implementation, that serves the new requirements as
well as the reverse engineered present requirements.
1.1 Approach: Design Decisions as first-class citizens

We propose Design-Decision-oriented Programming (DDOP), a new paradigm that
automates the selection of the best-suited design decision by declaratively defining the
required properties. A structural overview of the involved concepts is given in figure 1.
The usage of DDOP might happen like this scenario: The application developer Alice
implements a client-server system. She decides to use caching to decrease the server
load and the response time of the system. Therefore, she just declares the requests as
cacheable entities of the client and ranks response time as the most important NFP. She
adds data confidentiality and memory consumption as medium-priority requirements.
Hence, the optimal matching implementation is chosen out of a design decision library.
Some time later, the caching expert Bob develops a new caching strategy that reduces
the memory consumption without affecting performance. Thus, without Alice knowing
about this new technique, her system uses the improved algorithm.
Therefore, DDOP makes developers think of design questions and design decisions
as first-class citizens and it provides the infrastructure to offer reusable design decision
implementations. The best-suiting decision is automatically selected according to the
developer-defined properties of the present context.
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1.2 General Applicability

DDOP is applicable, if all of these requirements are supported:
R1) The design question provides a fixed, general contract that is fulfilled by each
design decision implementation. A design decision implementation that needs
further configuration or more information about the context cannot be used instead
of the other ones since it does not conform to the Liskov Substitution Principle [36,
37]. Therefore, the design question has to be as generic as possible but as simple
as possible to be used by clients. This requirement enables a suitable potential for
reuse of the design decision implementations.
R2) Each design decision implementation can be modularized in one reusable
module. This requirement targets the feasibility of creating an implementation
that can be used in a wider context. Criteria for choosing programming languages
or language extensions that are suitable for archiving this requirement are discussed
in section 4.1.
R3) Tailoring the DDOP implementation to the context should be easy. An implementation that cannot be tailored to a specific context limits its applicability. Therefore, the mechanisms to bind abstract roles of the matter to meta-objects (e.g.,
classes, methods, attributes) should support large variability (e.g., dealing with
static and non-static meta-objects, access and ignore the sender / receiver of a
call). Furthermore, the configuration of each design question should be easier then
re-implementing its simplest design decision, because otherwise, developers have
no direct incentive to use the DDOP implementation.
1.3 Contributions

This paper makes the following contributions:
1. We propose a new paradigm targeting implicit design decisions and those that
have not been considered yet. By separating the definition of required NFPs from
the selection of the best-suited implementation, this approach facilitates changing
requirements by reducing the assumptions that can be made against concrete
implementations.
2. Our prototypical DDOP implementation shows the feasibility and demonstrates the
core concepts of DDOP by applying it to the caching domain. The case study use
ObjectTeams/Java [23, 24, 25] to bind the abstract roles to domain classes.
1.4 Structure of the Paper

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: At first, section 2 summarizes the
aspects of modularity relevant to our approach. This lays the foundation on which
the concepts of DDOP, described in section 3, build upon. Subsequently, section 4
gives details on how DDOP can be implemented in Object-oriented Programming
(OOP). Possible practical applications are presented in section 5. Implementation
examples of a case study on caching is given in section 6. The benefits and liabilities
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of DDOP are discussed in section 7. Then, section 8 compares DDOP with other
approaches. Considerations of future work are given in section 9 and the main insights
are concluded in section 10.
Furthermore, the whole source code of the presented DDOP framework can be
found in appendix A. The source code of the caching case study is given in appendix B.

2

Background

This section introduces the basic concepts that constitute the rationale of how we
propose to implement DDOP.
2.1 Modularity

Modularity principles are the foundation of decomposing a matter into smaller design
decisions.
In 1972, David Parnas [45] argued, that decomposing systems into modules should
be done according to difficult design decisions or design decisions that are likely
to change. Thus, each module should hide one of these design decisions from the
others. This concept, known as information hiding, supports changeability (changing
requirements lead to changing only one module), independent development (modules
can be implemented in parallel), and comprehensibility (developers are able to understand one module at a time). Some years later, he showed that this information
hiding concept still works for complex, hard real-time systems by applying it to the
Onboarding Flight Program of the A-7E aircraft [48].
The separation of conceptual behavior from concrete implementations is the main
purpose of abstractions [36]. Encapsulation supports the change and exchange of
implementations without the need for changing the dependents [36]. Hence, reducing
the assumptions that modules make about each other is one important goal in software
design [46]. This can be archived by Design by Contract, a principle for declaring
obligations and benefits for connections between modules in fixed interfaces [42].
Similarly, the Liskov Substitution Principle requires that each object of a subclass should
be substitutable for their base class objects. This means, that sub types should provide
at least all post-conditions and require not more than the pre-conditions of their base
types [37]. This principle is important for implementing many design decisions that
conform to the same design question.
2.2 Aspect-oriented Programming

Aspect-oriented Programming (AOP) [31] supports the reuseability and extensibility
of common software aspects by modularizing cross-cutting concerns. Therefore, it
assists the implementation of reusable tailorable design decisions.
Cross-cutting Concerns (CCCs) are concerns that are architecturally orthogonal
to each other. The structure of CCCs involves scattering (one concern is spread over
multiple modules) and tangling (multiple concerns are interleaved in one module) [3,
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56]. In the context of this paper, a concern is considered cross-cutting if it scatters
and tangles the domain responsibilities of the application. Hence, example of typical
CCCs are logging, resource management, security, and fault tolerance. Furthermore,
collaborations (e.g., design patterns such as the Observer) can create superimposed
roles (e.g., Subject and Observer roles) that crosscut the domain functionality of the
involved classes [22, 24]. AOP is a common mechanism to modularize crosscutting concerns in aspects [4, 8, 21, 22, 31, 34]. Aspects are development-time programmatic units
that are weaved into the base modules (e.g., domain classes). AOP can improve separation of concerns of a system containing CCCs and enables reuse of the modularized
aspects [31]. Therefore, it supports implementing reusable design decisions.

3
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This section introduces the generic concepts of the DDOP paradigm on a languageindependent level. An overview of the object-oriented reference implementation is
shown in figure 2.
Formal Description

Suppose, a system is strictly designed according to Parnas’ information hiding principle [45]: Each design decision is encapsulated in one module
and the interfaces of all modules M contain only the least possible details. Hence,
each module can be exchanged with any other module that implements a design
decision for the same design question q. Assuming, that q is very general and is raised
in many different contexts Cq , then modules Mq that give different answers to q could
be reused in all c ∈ Cq . Each module m ∈ Mq has q-specific implications/properties.
Developers performing DDOP decide which m ∈ Mq to use just by specifying the
desired properties Pµ,c for a matter µ in c . A design decision selection mechanism
selects for each q the best-suiting m ∈ Mq according to Pµ,c .
3.1 Design Question

During software development, many design questions arise (e.g., which collection
implementation to use for observers of a subject, which encryption algorithm to use
for network communication, or which culling technique to use for 3D rendering).
T extends IDesignDecision

AbstractMatter
activate()
deactivate()

TailoredMatter

Figure 2
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The structural overview of an object-oriented DDOP framework (blue) and its
generic usage (white). Notation: UML 2.5 class diagram.
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Each design question can be answered by a set of design decisions (e.g., all kinds
of collection implementations, all kinds of encryption algorithms, or all kinds of
culling techniques). However, to provide changeability, developers should not be
able to assume a concrete implementation of a design decision. Instead, each design
question can automatically select the best matching design decision according to a
set of required properties (e.g., fast insert, quick decryption and high security, or
highest rendering quality) with associated priority as defined in the source code.
Thus, developers can explicitly weight the requirements, so that the design decision
implementation that is optimal in this context will be selected.
A design question is the programmatic representation of a pending generic design
decision whose implementation can be assessed by a set of required prioritized
properties.
The Dependency Inversion Principle (“Depend upon abstractions. Do not depend
upon concretions”) [39, 40] can in OOP be realized using interfaces. They serve as
specifications of classes that agree on a common contract. Using interfaces ensures
that developers assume only the least common properties (the abstraction) of all
implementations by keeping the realization (the concretions) hidden. Similarly, design
questions apply the Dependency Inversion Principle to design decisions by removing
dependencies to concrete design decision implementations. Thus, design questions
reduce design assumptions and therefore, facilitate changing requirements.
3.2 Design Parameter

Developers that want to use a reusable caching implementation have to decide whether
the cache is kept in memory only or stored on a hard drive. This design decision
is essential for the software, because it changes its external visible functionality. In
contrast to design questions, these kind of pending design decisions have to be carried
out by the developer. They are called design parameters.
A design parameter is the programmatic representation of a pending generic
design decision whose implementation is explicitly selected by the developer.
3.3 Matter

Since different design questions share common requirements, DDOP suggests to modularize them in a concern that abstracts their common intention. This simplifies binding
many design questions to a concrete, complex context. For example caching involves
design questions concerning the replacement policy, the memory management, and
the cache creation. All of them should respond to the same set of requirements that
configures the whole caching matter.
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A matter is a concern that binds a semantically coherent set of design questions
and design parameters to a concrete context.
A matter defines abstract superimposed roles all targeting one specific concern
(e.g., caching, culling, encryption). The abstract roles are assigned to concrete classes
inside the tailored matter that binds the concern to the concrete context.
An example of a tailored caching matter is shown in ??.
Transparent Matter

Some matters (e.g., caching) have no influence on the correctness
of the resulting software. A browser with caching has be same behavior as without.
Thus, the caching matter can be considered transparent.
A transparent matter is a matter, that is not required or referenced by other
modules, and thats presence or absence influences NFPs only.
Hence, a transparent matter provides a binary configuration of a software system
on a higher level of abstraction than a design question. The activation or deactivation
is a decision that is manually made by the developer
Transparent matters can be used to enlarge the variety of NFPs of Software Product
Lines (SPLs). Furthermore, if their implementation allows to activate and deactivate
them even during run-time, transparent matters can be used to dynamically respond
to changing environments. Thus, transparent matters can support the implementation
of self-adaptive systems.
3.4 Design Decision Implementation

A design question can be answered by many different design decisions. By giving
an answer to the design question, a design decision implementation offers NFPs
across various dimensions (e.g., performance, memory consumption, security). An
implementation provides some of these properties to a higher degree than other
properties. Hence a property rating function is used to assess the design decision’s
suitability for a concrete context.
A design decision implementation is a concrete answer to a corresponding design
question. It characterizes its implications as function that describes the degree of
achievement for each property.
A design decision implements the interface of the corresponding abstract design
decision associated with the design question to answer. By giving an answer to the
design question, it offers NFPs that can be requested in order to assess the suitability
of the design decision according to a concrete context.
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3.5 Property

A property is one dimension for characterizing a design decision implementation.
Examples are performance, memory consumption, security, or domain-specific properties such as the softness of a shadowing algorithm. The raking of properties for design
decision implementations must be objective. In the simplest form, this is done by the
design decision developer, future work discusses automated property assignment.
3.6 Design Decision Selection

The selection of best matching design decision d ∗ ∈ Dq for a design question q happens
by ranking the design decision implementations Dq according to a set of property
selections S . The rank r(d, S) of a design decision d ∈ Dq is computed using this
formula:
X
r(d, S) :=
(d.r ank(s.pr oper t y) ∗ s.pr ior i t y)
s∈S

Thus, d ∗ is the design decision implementation with the maximum r(d ∗ , S).

4

Object-oriented Implementation

This section describes how DDOP can be implemented in object-oriented languages.
A structural overview of the concepts is shown in figure 2
Matters use the strategy design pattern [17] to delegate responsibilities to design
decisions which are instantiated using a design question. Each design questions
holds a collection of concrete design decision implementations that answer this
design question. To ensure type safety, it is parameterized by the a sub type of the
design decision interface that must be implemented by each of the corresponding
design decisions. Thereby, a design decision can answer many design questions by
implementing their corresponding design decision interface.
4.1 Suitable Programming Languages

As stated in R2, DDOP demands programming languages that enable developers to
modularize each design decision in one module. Many of the collaborative design
decisions involve crosscutting concerns. These can be modularized using AOP [31],
for example AspectJ, AspectS or AspectC. We decided to use ObjectTeams [23, 24,
25] for our implementation, because it provides advanced configuration of reusable
collaborations.
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4.2 Property-based Design Decision Selection

In order to select one design decision per design question, the developer should be
able to declaratively define properties, the demanded design decision should have.
Design decision selection during start-up-time increases the flexibility, because the
library of design decisions can be deployed separately. However, a run-time error
occurs if no suitable design decision implementation was found. This delays the
feedback of the software correctness.
Design decision selection during compile-time statically binds the implementations.
It ensures the correctness of the software and can provide shorter start-up time.
But the implementation requires a modified compiler. Therefore, our prototypical
implementation uses the simpler start-up-time design decision selection. The compiletime version is left as future work.

5

Applications

In general, DDOP applies to design decisions that differ in the external quality attributes (e.g., performance, security, fault tolerance) only and that answer a reoccurring design question. It is well suited for domains that are well understood. If the
community agrees on common interfaces and unified concepts, it is more easy to
establish design question interfaces with promising future. New technologies with
ongoing controversial discussions and a polarized community might have problems
with agreeing on common standard implementations.
Furthermore, DDOP is not suited for domains which require a proof of correctness
of the resulting system, because the concrete design decision implementations are
unknown. Operating system kernels might not benefit from DDOP, since the complexity
introduced by DDOP makes reasoning about the system difficult. Run-time binding of
design decisions is not suited for hard real-time systems, because it introduces a new
unknown dependency for irregularity.
However, there are many applications that are well suited for DDOP. Some examples
are given in the following.
Data Types

The question whether to use a floating point number, fixed point number,
(non-negative) integer, fraction or linked list representation for extremely large, and
precise numbers depends on the intended usage of the number. Developers consider
criteria such as rounding errors, memory consumption, domain range, hardware
support as well as compatibility with other modules. Using DDOP, developers can
tailor the design decisions according to the requirements by declaring which parts of
the system should be optimized for which NFP. The same concept applies to collections,
trees, graph representations, and spatial data structures.
Resource Management

Design decisions in resource managements strongly influence the NFPs of a system. Furthermore, they are crosscutting concerns and a wellunderstood techniques [32]. The following examples are potential design questions
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for which DDOP applies well: Whether the access to a resource should be cached is
one of the most common decisions in resource management. Caching itself involves
many common design decisions, e.g., how many entries should be cached? Which
replacement policy should be used? Does the capacity scale according to the number of cache misses or should it be static? Which strategy should be used to decide
which entry should be removed if the capacity is reached? A case study of a DDOP
implementation of caching can be found in figure 6.
Security

Often, developers use security frameworks incorrectly, because the usage
of them is hard for non-experts of the security domain [28]. However, since security
issues have been modularized in aspects [27, 43, 55], they can be used as design
decisions in DDOP by assigning them fine granular properties of the security domain.
Thereby, developers would not require extensive knowledge of the security domain
to create software that facilitates a medium level of security. They would just rank
security as important NFP in the critical components.
Design Patterns

Design patterns discuss sets of reusable solutions for reoccurring
design questions [17]. Therefore, they are good candidates to be general design
questions.
The implementation of a design pattern often includes substantial boiler-plate code
that is scattered over multiple classes [22, 53]. Furthermore the developer can make
mistakes while implementing a design pattern (e.g., forgotten synchronization in a
threaded-safe Singleton implementation or ignoring object equality in a Decorator
implementation).
Noureddine and Rajan [44] proposed design pattern implementations that are optimized for energy consumption. Dougherty et al. [13] discuss secure implementations
of Factory, Strategy Factory, Builder Factory, Chain of Responsibility, State Machine,
and Visitor. Fernandez-Buglioni [15] proposed secure implementations of Broker, Pipes
and Filters, Blackboard, Adapter, Model-View-Controller and other security patterns.
Using DDOP, the usage of design patterns involves exposed design question (such
as object equality in Decorators) decided by developers and hidden design questions
that are automatically decided based on the selection of required properties. The
exposed design questions force the developers to think about them while the hidden
design questions offer flexibility and ease of use.
Computer Graphics Systems

In 3D rendering systems, culling techniques such as
backface culling [60], view frustum culling [2], occlusion culling [10] and detail
culling [35] can be used to optimize performance of the scenes. Different shadowing
approaches such as shadow mapping [12, 58] are suited for real-time soft shadows
while shadow volumes [11] provide pixel-exact shadows. Because new shadowing
improvements are continuous invented, usual graphics developers might not have an
overview of the current implementations and their trade-offs. Analogously, techniques
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for bump mapping 1 (e.g., Blinns method [5], relief mapping [50], and displacement
mapping [57]), culling and other graphical design decisions are continuously improved.
Using DDOP, computer graphics researchers could add their improved implementations to the design decision library as supplemental material of their papers. Hence
developers would instantly get the optimal implementation for their context without
inquiry of recent techniques.

6

Case Study

Caching [32] is a transparent matter that involves multiple design decisions (e.g.,
which replacement policy to use, which data structure to use for the cache, how to
determine the capacity of the cache) and design parameters (e.g., which resources to
cache, which requests to cache). It can increase the performance of an application
while increasing the consumption of memory or storage.
Creation of a reusable caching library

The a structural overview of our DDOP caching
implementation can be found in figure 3. When the capacity of the cache is reached
and one element should be added to the cache, the implementation has to decide
which element to remove from the cache. Therefore, we created an interface for
replacement policies and implemented First In First Out (FIFO) as well as Least
Recently Used (LRU). The abstract caching matter delegates the request for replacing

1

Increasing geometrical details using textures
AbstractCaching
Role Resource()
*

*
1

1

DesignQuestion<IReplacementPolicy>

MyCaching

*

*

<<interface>>
IDesignDecision
K
V

*

*

<<interface>>
IReplacementPolicy
replaceElement(cache : Map<K, V>) : boolean
onElementAdded(K key)
onElementRequested(K key)

FIFO

DesignQuestion<ICacheManagementStrategy>

K
V

<<interface>>
ICacheManagementStrategy
createCache() : Map<K, V>

BasicCache
Management

LRU

AdvancedCache
Management

Figure 3 Structural view of a DDOP implementation of caching (blue) and the DDOP

framework (white). Notation: UML 2.5 class diagram.
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an element to its replacement policies (see listing 1). Similarly, the cache creation it
delegated to the cache management strategy design decision.
Listing 1 Usage of the replacement policy inside the abstrace caching class. (The complete

class can be found in listing 6 in appendix B).
1 public abstract team class AbstractCaching {
2
[...]
3
protected boolean replaceElement() {
4
return mReplacementPolicy.replaceElement(getCache());
5
}
6 }

Usage of the caching library

The integration of caching into an application is limited to
binding the abstract caching matter to the contextual domain classes using subclassing
(listing 2). The configuration of the design parameters happens by assigning the
abstract roles to concrete meta objects.
Listing 2 Subclassing of the abstract matter AbstractCaching. The abstract role ResourceRole
is assigned to the concrete class MyResource using the playedBy relation of
ObjectTeams. The requestResource method is bound to the getElement method
of MyResource using a callin.
1 public team class MyCaching extends AbstractCaching {
2
[...]
3
public class ResourceRole playedBy MyResource {
4
String requestResource(String id) <− replace String getElement(String id);
5
}
6 }

To ensure, that a property selection is made, it is passed as argument to the
constructor of the matter (listing 3). This explicit statement of the desired NFPs
ensures traceability of the requirements.
Furthermore, when requirements change (e.g., security becomes more important),
the locality of code changes is limited to the property selection. Thereby, changeability
is facilitated.
Listing 3 Property selection.
1 final Collection<DesignQuestion.PropertySelection> selection = new ArrayList<>(2);
2 selection.add(new DesignQuestion.PropertySelection(10, IDesignDecision.Property.
,→ PERFORMANCE));
3 selection.add(new DesignQuestion.PropertySelection(2, IDesignDecision.Property.SECURITY));
4
5 MyCaching caching = new MyCaching(selection);
6 caching.activate();
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7

Discussion

DDOP can have the following advantages:
(A1) Popularization of Programming DDOP makes it easier to develop complex systems
by reducing the required knowledge about the design decision implementations.
Therefore, it popularizes programming by enabling less skilled people to create
high-quality software.
(A2) Forward-Compatibility Developers need not to know the recent technologies. If
they are added to the database connected to the design question, they will automatically be selected without any action of the developer.
(A3) Tailored Solutions DDOP simplifies making design decisions by explicitly offering
all alternatives. By specifying the required properties of the solution, it causes
developers to think about the non-functional requirements in order to improve the
overall quality of the software.
(A4) Traceability The resulting source code communicates the traceability of the main
design decisions, because they are explicitly part of the code and do not require
additional documentation.
(A5) Changeablity Design decisions are easy to change. Therefore, iteration cycles in
finding optimal solutions are shortened and changing requirements do not result
in changing a lot of code.
(A6) Avoiding Reinvention By offering an infrastructure to reuse common design decision, DDOP causes developer to use existing implementations instead of reimplementing them.
(A7) Reduced Error-proneness Since developers use tested standard solutions, they
avoid bugs.
(A8) Reusability Each user can contribute to the design decision variability, because
each adoption of standard implementations can become part of the library.
However, DDOP can have the following liabilities or challenges:
(L1) Thoughtlessness Developers might use implementations they do not know. This
might reduce the understanding of the internal behavior.
(L2) Code complexity DDOP requires advanced modularization techniques which might
call for further programming education of developers, like all new programming
paradigms.
(L3) Execution variations The observable properties of the resulting system might differ, since newer versions in the design decision library can result in different design
decisions selections. In most cases this is the intended behavior of DDOP. However,
it might result in unexpected changes of the system, if the interface of the design
decisions are not designed carefully. For example, if two design decision implementations use a different persistence format, a data has to be migrated when
switching between these decisions.
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(L4) Performance The execution time for the design decision selection scales with

the number of design decision implementations. Hence, design decision selection
during load-time or run-time can slow down the execution of the program.
While the selected design decision influences external quality attributes of the client
system, the internal architectural properties of the client (e.g., modularity) are not
modified.

8

Related Work

8.1 Concern-Oriented Software Design

The modeling technique Concern-Oriented Software Design (COSD) [1] targets a similar
vision by focusing on concerns as units of reuse.
In contrast to COSD, developers performing DDOP do not explicitly select one concrete design decision implementation for each design question. So, while COSD helps
developers during the decision making process, DDOP helps developers to express
the intention behind the decision and enforces late binding of the concrete implementation. Therefore, COSD provides static binding which results in less execution
variations (L3). DDOP enforces information hiding since developers never know which
implementation will be chosen to support changeability (A5). COSD enables developers to build on the decision that was made and might introduce assumptions which
simplify the software but decrease the changeability. Furthermore, DDOP provides
tractability (A4) of design decisions by direct manifestation of the requirements in
the source code.
In conclusion, COSD targets ease of software construction only, while DDOP supports
flexible evolution of the design decision library.
8.2 Other Paradigms

DDOP is orthogonal to many other programming paradigms.
Declarative programming

Declarative programming enables developers to define the
required outcome without specifying how to get there. This leads to abstract programs
which decouple problems from implementations. Therefore, the implementations
can be reused in a wider context. Similar to this concept, DDOP decouples design
questions from design decision implementations by declaratively defining the required
properties. While DDOP uses some declarative concepts, it should not be considered
a sub-concept of declarative programming, because the remaining parts of a DDOP
program might be implemented in imperative programming languages.
Object-oriented programmng

Our example implementation uses OOP, because it
fits most of the contemporary software. However, DDOP programs might be written
without objects or classes.
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Aspect-oriented programming

AOP is one mechanism to modularize design decisions
and weave them into the main program. Therefore, DDOP implementations might
make extensive use of AOP concepts. However, AOP is not essential for DDOP, since
future modularization techniques might be used to separate the crosscutting concerns.
8.3 Non-functional Property Selection
SOA

In the field of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) approaches for selecting
services based on NFPs have been developed [51].
EJB and CORBA

Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) and the Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) are component frameworks that allow late binding of components. Göbel et al. [19] proposed a component model that enables to separately specify
the non-functional properties and the functional properties of required components.
8.4 Reuse of Design Pattern Implementations

Since the publication of design patterns [17], many researchers tried to find a way to
reuse their implementations. One approach to modularize design patterns is AOP [6,
21, 34]. Hannemann and Kiczales [22] describe design pattern implementations in
AspectJ [30]. Some of their implementations (e.g., Observer, Composite, Iterator)
could be reused, but they do not provide the ability of specialization or configuration of
the design pattern implementations. Injecting design patterns into classes at run-time
can be done by expressing design decisions as applications of design operators to be
carried out at run-time [26].
Automatic code generation [7, 14, 16, 38] for design patterns simplifies the implementation and allows refining, but produces more code that has to be maintained. This
can lead to the round-trip problem [9]: modified code will be overriden by regeneration. In contrast, our concept uses the weaving of aspect-oriented programming [31]
in order to keep the pattern code out of the domain code.
The concept of ObjectTeams [23, 24, 25] facilitates refinable reusable implementations of multi-object collaborations. It modularizes crosscutting collaborations by
introducing a "team" as new refinable first-class language construct. DDOP enables to
reuse multiple design pattern implementations that support a set of desired NFPs.
8.5 Call by Meaning

Call by Meaning [52] is a vision aiming for calling methods by semantic specifications
instead of names in order to simplify finding a solution matching a requirement.
In contrast, DDOP targets mainly NFPs rather than functional requirements.
8.6 End-User Architecting

End-User Architecting [18] is a concept that enables users to compose functionality
resulting in a new program. It targets people who create and execute programs in
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support of their professional goals, but not as their primary job function. It offers
a graphical user interface with which the end user can connect base components
from a functional view. Similar to DDOP, End-User Architecting enables the client
to decide In contrast, DDOP targets professional programmers by offering a design
view. Furthermore, the focus of DDOP lays on selecting one solution out of a set of
alternatives whereas End-User Architecting does not necessarily provide multiple
modules that serve the same purpose in different ways.

9

Future Work

DDOP is a new paradigm. Hence, there are many questions that have not been
answered in this paper.
Linting implicit Design Questions

The proposed paradigm causes developers to think
about the trade-off that have to be made during implementation of common design
questions. However, it does not raise the design question. Future work targeting this
challenge might develop techniques for suggesting developers to think of the design
questions that are implicitly answered using classical implementations. This might
include hints for refactoring to DDOP.
Refactoring to DDOP

Tool support for refactorings that transform implicit design
decisions to DDOP implementations would lower the barrier to use DDOP in legacy
projects or to create design decision specifications for existing design decision implementations.
Compile-time Design Decision Selection

In order to ensure the correctness of the
resulting software, the ability to map the selected properties to design decision
implementation during compile-time is required. This gives developers early feedback,
if no design decision implementation matches the requirements.
Software Product Lines (SPLs)

One challenge in SPL engineering is to steer the NFPs
of the resulting products (e.g., to optimize performance or energy consumption) [54].
We believe, that a dynamic DDOP approach simplifies this by changing the selection
criteria per concrete product. However, this claim needs to be evaluated.
Coarse-grained Property Selection The proposed implementation enforces the developer to select a set of NFPs for each design question. In order to provide a more
abstract and coarse-grained property selection, developers should be able to define
them for larger modules. In a preprocessing step, the framework would recursively
add them to the existing selected properties for each submodule or contained design
question.
Automated Property Assignment

In the proposed realization the properties of a design
decision implementation need to be added by the developer as meta data of the
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implementation. This limits the application of the design decision implementation,
because its development has to think about all possible advantages and liabilities of the
implementation. In order to scale this approach, the assignment of properties could be
done on demand according to the requested properties of the client. The environment
automatically generates quality tests assessing the possible implementations, executes
the tests on real production data and selects the best-fitting implementation.

10

Conclusion

Design-Decision-oriented Programming (DDOP) has been proposed as a new programming paradigm which shifts the focus from implementing code to making traceable
design decisions. It separates the explicit definition of required properties of a design question from the implementations of the design decisions. Therefore, DDOP
aims for simplifying the development of complex systems by hiding the concrete
implementations of the required properties.
Basic DDOP implementations can be done in ObjectTeam/Java without custom
language constructs, as shown in the prototypical implementation.
We have shown that DDOP applies for a wide range of domains and therefore, can
be considered as a general-purpose paradigm.
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A

Source Code of the DDOP Framework

A.1 Design Question Implementation
Listing 4 The design decision interface
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

package aspect;
import java.util.Arrays;
import java.util.Collection;
import java.util.LinkedList;
import java.util.List;
/**
* Design question that should be automatic solved by picking the best matching {@link
,→ IDesignDecision}
* for given property preferences.
*
* @param <T> Design decisions that can solve this design question.
*/
public class DesignQuestion<T extends IDesignDecision> {
/**
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

* Class to store the prioritized property preferences.
*/
public static class PropertySelection{
/** The desired property. */
public IDesignDecision.Property mProperty;
/** The priority of the desired property. */
public int mPriority;
/**
* Pairs a property with a priority.
*
* @param priority Indicates how important the given property is.
* @param property The property that should be valued.
*/
public PropertySelection(int priority, IDesignDecision.Property property){
mProperty = property;
mPriority = priority;
}
}
/** Collection of {@link IDesignDecision} that can solve this design question */
private List<T> mDesignDecisions;
/**
* Constructor to instantiate a design question with {@link IDesignDecision}.
*
* @param designDecisions Design decisions to solve this design question.
*/
public DesignQuestion(final T... designDecisions){
mDesignDecisions = Arrays.asList(designDecisions);
}
/**
* Constructor to instantiate a design question without {@link IDesignDecision}.
*/
public DesignQuestion(){
mDesignDecisions = new LinkedList<>();
}
/**
* Adds a {@link IDesignDecision} to this design question.
*
* @param designDecision Design decision that should be added.
* @return True if the operation was successful, false otherwise.
*/
public boolean addDesignDecision(final T designDecision) {
if(!mDesignDecisions.contains(designDecision)) {
mDesignDecisions.add(designDecision);
return true;
}
return false;
}
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70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

/**
* Rate a single design decision in context to given property preferences.
*
* @param designDecision Design decision that should be rated.
* @param properties Property preferences used to rate the design decision.
* @return Rating value how well the design decision fits to the property preferences.
*/
private static int rateProperties(IDesignDecision designDecision, Collection<PropertySelection
,→ > properties){
int result = 0;
for(PropertySelection property: properties){
result += designDecision.rankProperty(property.mProperty) * property.mPriority;
}
return result;
}
/**
* Returns the most suitable {@link IDesignDecision} for a given property preference.
*
* @param selection Property preferences used to rate the design decisions.
* @return The most suitable {@link IDesignDecision} for the given property preference.
*/
public T findBest(final Collection<PropertySelection> selection){
//In Java 9: mDDs.stream().max(Comparator.comparingInt((IDesignDecision decision) −>
,→ rankProperties(decision, d))).ifPresent(IDesignDecision::activate);

94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106 }
107 }

if(mDesignDecisions.isEmpty()) {
return null;
}
T maximum = mDesignDecisions.get(0);
for(T decision: mDesignDecisions) {
if(rateProperties(decision, selection) > rateProperties(maximum, selection)){
maximum = decision;
}
}
return maximum;

A.2 Design Decision Interface
Listing 5 The design decision interface
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

package aspect;
/**
* A specific design decision to answer a {@link DesignQuestion}.
*/
public interface IDesignDecision{
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 }

/** Properties that can be used to assess design decisions. */
public enum Property{
PERFORMANCE,
SECURITY
}
/**
* Returns the satisfaction of the design decision for a given property.
*
* @param property Property that should be ranked.
* @return The rank of the property.
*/
int rankProperty(final Property property);

B

Source Code of the Caching Case Study

B.1 Matter: Abstract Caching
Listing 6 The implementation of the abstract caching matter
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

package caching;
import java.util.Collection;
import java.util.Map;
import aspect.DesignQuestion;
import aspect.DesignQuestion.PropertySelection;
import caching.strategies.BasicCacheManagement;
import caching.strategies.FIFO;
import caching.strategies.ICacheManagementStrategy;
import caching.strategies.IReplacementPolicy;
import caching.strategies.LRU;
/**
* Abstract team class to bundle caching behavior.
*/
public abstract team class AbstractCaching{
/** Strategy which defines how the cache get managed */
private ICacheManagementStrategy<String, String> mCacheManagement;
/** Strategy which defines when and how elements get replaced */
private IReplacementPolicy<String, String> mReplacementPolicy;
/** Constructor which instantiate the most suitable caching strategies for a given property
,→ preference. */
public AbstractCaching(final Collection<PropertySelection> selection) {
mCacheManagement = getCacheManagementStrategy(selection);
mReplacementPolicy = getReplacementStrategy(selection);
}
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30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

/**
* Accessor for the cache management strategy.
* @return The current cache management strategy.
*/
public ICacheManagementStrategy<String, String> getCacheManagement() {
return mCacheManagement;
}
/**
* Accessor for the cache management strategy.
* @param cacheManagement The new cache management strategy.
*/
public void setCacheManagement(ICacheManagementStrategy<String, String>
,→ cacheManagement) {
mCacheManagement = cacheManagement;
}
/**
* Accessor for the cache replacement policy.
* @return The current cache replacement policy.
*/
public IReplacementPolicy<String, String> getReplacementPolicy() {
return mReplacementPolicy;
}
/**
* Accessor for the cache replacement policy.
* @param cacheManagement The new cache replacement policy.
*/
public void setStrategy(IReplacementPolicy<String, String> policy) {
mReplacementPolicy = policy;
}
/**
* Abstract role class for the resources that should be cached.
*/
public abstract class ResourceRole{
/** Cache that is in use. */
private Map<String, String> mCache;
/** Number of elements currently stored in the cache. */
private int mElementCount = 0;
/** Number of cache misses. */
private int mCacheMissesCount = 0;
/** Number of cache hits. */
private int mCacheHitsCount = 0;
/**
* Accessor for the number of elements.
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82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

* @return the number of elements in the cache.
*/
public int getElementCount() {
return mElementCount;
}
/**
* Accessor for the number of elements.
* @param elementCount the number of elements in the cache.
*/
public void setElementCount(int elementCount) {
mElementCount = elementCount;
}
/**
* Accessor for the number of cache misses.
* @return The current number of cache misses.
*/
public int getCacheMissesCount() {
return mCacheMissesCount;
}
/**
* Accessor for the number of cache misses.
* @param cacheMissesCount The new number of cache misses.
*/
public void setCacheMissesCount(int cacheMissesCount) {
mCacheMissesCount = cacheMissesCount;
}
/**
* Accessor for the number of cache hits.
* @return The current number of cache hits.
*/
public int getCacheHitsCount() {
return mCacheHitsCount;
}
/**
* Accessor for the number of cache hits.
* @param cacheHitsCount The new number of cache hits.
*/
public void setCacheHitsCount(int cacheHitsCount) {
mCacheHitsCount = cacheHitsCount;
}
/**
* Accessor for the cache.
* @return The current cache.
*/
public Map<String, String> getCache() {
return mCache;
}
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135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186

/**
* Setup of the cache. Should be called before using it.
*/
protected void setup() {
mCache = mCacheManagement.createCache();
mReplacementPolicy = getReplacementPolicy();
mCache = mReplacementPolicy.optimizeCache(mCache, mCacheManagement.getCapacity()
,→ );
}
/**
* Adds an element to the cache.
* @param id ID to access the element inside the cache.
* @param value Value that should be stored inside the cache.
* @return True if the operation was successful, false otherwise.
*/
protected boolean addElement(String id, String value) {
if(mElementCount < mCacheManagement.getCapacity() || replaceElement()){
mCache.put(id, value);
mElementCount++;
mReplacementPolicy.onElementAdded(id);
return true;
}
return false;
}
/**
* Replaces an element to free space.
* @return True if the operation was successful, false otherwise.
*/
protected boolean replaceElement() {
System.out.print(getCacheMissesCount() + " ");
return mReplacementPolicy.replaceElement(getCache());
}
/**
* Clears the cache and resets the counter.
*/
protected void clearCache() {
mCache.clear();
mCacheHitsCount = 0;
mCacheMissesCount = 0;
}
/**
* Returns the resource for a given ID.
* @param id ID of the requested resource.
* @return Resource for the given ID.
*/
@SuppressWarnings("basecall")
callin String requestResource(final String id){
mReplacementPolicy.onElementRequested(id);
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187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205

if(mCache.containsKey(id)){
mCacheHitsCount++;
return mCache.get(id);
} else {
mCacheMissesCount++;
final String result = base.requestResource(id);
addElement(id, result);
return result;
}
}
}
/**
* Returns most suited {@link ICacheManagementStrategy} for a given property preference.
*
* @param selection Property preferences used find the most suitable design decisions.
* @return Best fitting cache management strategy.
*/
protected ICacheManagementStrategy<String, String> getCacheManagementStrategy(final
,→ Collection<PropertySelection> selection) {
DesignQuestion<ICacheManagementStrategy<String, String>> cacheManagementQuestion
,→ = new DesignQuestion<>();
cacheManagementQuestion.addDesignDecision(new BasicCacheManagement<>());

206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218

return cacheManagementQuestion.findBest(selection);
}

219
220
221
222
223
224 }

/**
* Returns most suited {@link IReplacementPolicy} for a given property preference.
*
* @param selection Property preferences used find the most suitable design decisions.
* @return Best fitting replacement policy.
*/
protected IReplacementPolicy<String, String> getReplacementStrategy(final Collection<
,→ PropertySelection> selection) {
DesignQuestion<IReplacementPolicy<String, String>> replacementDesignQuestion = new
,→ DesignQuestion<>();
replacementDesignQuestion.addDesignDecision(new FIFO<>());
replacementDesignQuestion.addDesignDecision(new LRU<>());
return replacementDesignQuestion.findBest(selection);
}

B.2 Tailored Matter: MyCaching
Listing 7 The implementation of a tailored caching matter
1 package caching;
2
3 import java.util.Collection;
4
5 import aspect.DesignQuestion.PropertySelection;
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

import base core.Resource;
/**
* Basic team class to realize {@link AbstractCaching}.
*/
public team class MyCaching extends AbstractCaching {
/** Constructor which instantiate the most suitable caching strategies for a given property
,→ preference. */
public MyCaching(Collection<PropertySelection> selection) {
super(selection);
}

15
16
17
18
19 /**
20
* Binds the {@link Resource} with the {@link ResourceRole}.
21
*/
22 public class ResourceRole playedBy Resource{
23
String requestResource(String id) <− replace String get(String id);
24
void setup() <− after Resource();
25
}
26 }

B.3 Design Decision: Replacement Policy
Listing 8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

The interface for replacement policies

package caching.strategies;
import java.util.Map;
import aspect.IDesignDecision;
/**
* Strategy to define how and when elements in the cache should be replaced.
*
* @param <K> Keys that can be used to access the resources.
* @param <V> Values that can be saved.
*/
public interface IReplacementPolicy<K, V> extends IDesignDecision {
/**
* Replace a element in the given cache.
* @param cache Cache where an element should be replaced.
* @return True if the operation was successful, false otherwise.
*/
boolean replaceElement(final Map<K, V> cache);
/**
* Method that is called when an element is added.
* @param key Key of the added element.
*/
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41 }

void onElementAdded(K key);
/**
* Method that is called when an element is requested.
* @param key Key of the requested element.
*/
void onElementRequested(K key);
/**
* Optimizes the cache for this replacement policy.
* @param cache Cache that should be optimized.
* @param capacity Capacity of the cache that should be optimized.
* @return Optimized cache for this replacement policy.
*/
Map<K, V> optimizeCache(Map<K, V> cache, int capacity);

Listing 9 The implementation of the first in first out replacement policy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

package caching.strategies;
import java.util.Map;
import java.util.Queue;
import java.util.concurrent.LinkedBlockingQueue;
public class FIFO<K, V> implements IReplacementPolicy<K, V> {
/** Queue that stores the element to easily add new elements and remove the oldest one. */
private Queue<K> mElements = new LinkedBlockingQueue<>();
/**
* Optimizes the cache for this replacement policy.
* @param cache Cache that should be optimized.
* @param capacity Capacity of the cache that should be optimized.
* @return Optimized cache for this replacement policy.
*/
@Override
public Map<K, V> optimizeCache(Map<K, V> cache, int capacity) {
return cache;
}
/**
* Replace a element in the given cache.
* @param cache Cache where an element should be replaced.
* @return True if the operation was successful, false otherwise.
*/
@Override
public boolean replaceElement(final Map<K, V> cache) {
try{
final K displacedElement = mElements.remove();
cache.remove(displacedElement);
return true;
} catch (Exception e) {
return false;
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71 }

}
}
/**
* Method that is called when an element is added.
* @param key Key of the added element.
*/
@Override
public void onElementAdded(K key) {
mElements.add(key);
}
/**
* Method that is called when an element is requested.
* @param key Key of the requested element.
*/
@Override
public void onElementRequested(K key) {
//Do nothing.
}
/**
* Returns the satisfaction of the design decision for a given property.
*
* @param property Property that should be ranked.
* @return The rank of the property.
*/
@Override
public int rankProperty(Property property) {
switch (property) {
case SECURITY: return −1;
case PERFORMANCE: return 2;
default: return 0;
}
}

Listing 10 The implementation of the lest recently used replacement policys
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

package caching.strategies;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;
import java.util.Map;
public class LRU<K, V> implements IReplacementPolicy<K, V> {
/**
* Optimizes the cache for this replacement policy.
* @param cache Cache that should be optimized.
* @param capacity Capacity of the cache that should be optimized.
* @return Optimized cache for this replacement policy.
*/
@Override
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18
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20
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23
24
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26
27
28
29
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
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48
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50
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55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

public Map<K, V> optimizeCache(Map<K, V> cache, int capacity) {
int cacheSize = capacity;
float loadFactor = 0.75F;
boolean accessOrder = true;
return new LinkedHashMap<K, V>(cacheSize, loadFactor, accessOrder){
@Override
protected boolean removeEldestEntry(Map.Entry<K, V> eldest) {
return size() > cacheSize;
}
};
}
/**
* Replace a element in the given cache.
* @param cache Cache where an element should be replaced.
* @return True if the operation was successful, false otherwise.
*/
@Override
public boolean replaceElement(final Map<K, V> cache) {
return true;
}
/**
* Method that is called when an element is added.
* @param key Key of the added element.
*/
@Override
public void onElementAdded(final K key) {
// Do nothing
}
/**
* Method that is called when an element is requested.
* @param key Key of the requested element.
*/
@Override
public void onElementRequested(final K key) {
// Do nothing
}
/**
* Returns the satisfaction of the design decision for a given property.
*
* @param property Property that should be ranked.
* @return The rank of the property.
*/
@Override
public int rankProperty(Property property) {
switch (property) {
case SECURITY: return −1;
case PERFORMANCE: return 3;
default: return 0;
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69
70
71 }

}
}

B.4 Design Decision: Cache Management
Listing 11 The interface for cache management strategies
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

package caching.strategies;
import java.util.Map;
import aspect.IDesignDecision;
/**
* Strategy to define how the cache should be managed.
*
* @param <K> Keys that can be used to access the resources.
* @param <V> Values that can be saved.
*/
public interface ICacheManagementStrategy<K, V> extends IDesignDecision {
/**
* Returns the number of elements that can be stored.
* @return the current capacity of the cache.
*/
int getCapacity();
/**
* Creates the cache.
* @return The created cache data structure.
*/
Map<K, V> createCache();
}
Listing 12 The implementation of a simple cache management strategy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

package caching.strategies;
import java.util.HashMap;
import java.util.Map;

/**
* Basic realization of {@link ICacheManagementStrategy}.
*
* @param <K> Keys that can be used to access the resources.
* @param <V> Values that can be saved.
*/
public class BasicCacheManagement<K, V> implements ICacheManagementStrategy<K, V> {
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

/**
* Returns the satisfaction of the design decision for a given property.
*
* @param property Property that should be ranked.
* @return The rank of the property.
*/
@Override
public int rankProperty(Property property) {
return 0;
}

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43 }

/**
* Returns the number of elements that can be stored.
* @return the current capacity of the cache.
*/
@Override
public int getCapacity() {
return 10; //constant, might scale with the number of cache misses or request the free
,→ memory.
}
/**
* Creates the cache.
* @return The created cache data structure.
*/
@Override
public Map<K, V> createCache() {
return new HashMap<K, V>(getCapacity());
}
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